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Get your DECO 10 ready for a new life
•Choose the DECO 10 Plus as your

fast-track ticket to the fastest
and highest quality overhaul of
the market.

•Extend the service life of your
machine and improve its productivity
thanks to our specialists’ renowned
experience.

•Machine with quality that only
original Tornos spare parts are
used and benefit from our one-year
warranty!

Enter the world of Industry 4.0
•Your DECO 10 Plus can easily handle

TB-DECO programs from a standard
DECO 10. The new CNC is equipped
with a USB slot to load the program,
a color display for better readability,
and a new keyboard with a handle
to accelerate your operation on the
machine.

•A connectivity pack can be added to
monitor the machine’s production and
allow it to interface with the most
modern platform or protocols (umati,
OPC UA, etc.).

•Tornos’ available TISIS ISO
programming solution allows you to
program your DECO 10 Plus without
the help of TB-DECO.

Configure your DECO 10 Plus
Discover our virtually unlimited range 
of affordable options for increasing  
the capacity of your DECO 10 Plus.

Secure your production
Gain precious autonomy on your 
DECO 10 Plus with Tornos’ brand-
new Active Chip Breaker (ACB) Plus 
software (optional) and its advanced 
functionalities.

This year is the DECO 10’s  
25th anniversary and we have 

a surprise for you!

DECO 10 Plus

Thank you

for your loyalty

Happy birthday!

Teximp SA

Kohlrainstrasse 10
8700 Küsnacht

teximp.com
service@teximp.com
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Welcome 
to your 
DECO 10 
Plus!

More than a certified refurbishment
We take your DECO 10 to our factory, completely 
refurbish it, test it, and then ship it back to you. But 
it’s more than a certified refurbishment. We actually 
upgrade your DECO with the latest-generation FANUC 
computer numerical control (CNC)—and that’s a big 
plus! Welcome to your DECO 10 Plus!

Your DECO 10 will remain an original  
DECO 10 through the complete and expert 
Tornos refurbishment. Your machine’s 
geometry and the precision will be 
equivalent to its original condition

+

Availability of spare parts to guarantee 
another 25 years of performance+

Faster program transfers thanks to the 
latest-generation FANUC CNC with USB 
connectivity and Industry 4.0 readiness

+

Better lighting as well as improved 
ergonomics thanks to a pivot arm and 

new keyboard
+

Reduced maintenance thanks to the 
newly added automatic central lubrication +

No surprise
Factory warranty, CE conformity +

No need for additional investments  
in new equipment, tooling, or training  

for operators
+

Access to success-enabling options like our 
TISIS ISO programming solution, Active Chip 

Breaker Plus (ACB Plus) software, maintenance 
contract, and connected services

+

Your benefits 
at a glance

Discover more
tornos.com/en/content/deco-10-plus

DECO 10 Plus
Numerical control 
Control type Fanuc 31i-B5
Programming software TB DECO ADV / TISIS (optional)

Basic machine equipment 
C1 + C4 Axes ·
Automatic centralised lubrication cycle 
Timer for preheating cutting oil 
TB DECO ADV 
TISIS 
Active Chip Breaker Plus (ACB Plus) 

Standard        Optional

FACTORY
REFURBISHED

MODERNIZED 

UPGRADED

Make sure your

Tornos remains

a Tornos

Ready for 
Industry 4.0
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